
PRVC Systems Hospital Curtain Track System
Available for Nationwide Deliveries

PRVC Systems has announced that its Hospital Curtain Track System is being delivered across the

country. The nationwide delivery option is free for most deliveries.

PRVC Systems is known for having some of the best, if not the best, hospital curtain tracks in the

country. The company recently announced that it delivers hospital curtain tracks across the

country for free. It is the perfect opportunity for nursing homes and hospitals to order the

company’s suspended cubicle curtain track system in bulk without having to worry about the

costs associated with shipping it. In addition, it offers the opportunity for businesses to give the

revolutionary ICU curtain track a shot.

PRVC Systems

Seeing as how the prices of shipping have increased tremendously in recent months, PRVC

Systems is one of the few companies to offer free shipping of their products. The company's

hospital curtain is genuinely revolutionary, giving hospitals and nursing homes a way to create a

private space to work in quickly. Furthermore, setting it up is immensely simple, which is why

most hospitals and nursing homes will require multiple ICU curtain tracks or hospital curtain

tracks. The free shipping motivates facilities to invest in a much cheaper, more practical system

for everyone.

It is essential to understand that there is a growing demand and need for hospitals to expand

their working spaces. However, limitations within a facility mean that the need to create private

spaces is more than it ever was before, but it is a need that can’t be fulfilled for the most part by

traditional hospital curtains. Traditionally hospital curtains have always been bulky and require

being drilled into the wall or ceiling, while still notorious for not working as well as they should.

Traditional curtains cannot create portable private spaces. That’s where PRVC Systems Hospital

Curtain Tracks come in.

Readers can learn more about PRVC System by visiting the company’s website at

https://www.hospitalcubiclecurtains.com.

“Right now, clinical hygiene is more important than it ever was before in the past. Today, more

hospitals and medical facilities are striving to keep their facilities clean, but it also needs to be

easier to do, especially for surgeries and emergencies. Our curtains don’t just create a private

space but a space that minimizes the spread of infections within the facility. The hospital curtain

and track systems we’ve designed are very easy to install and maintain because they are made

from materials that are hygienically proven to reduce the spread of infection.” Said a

representative for PRVC Systems.

She added, “Our cubicle curtain solutions have over the years been developed with passion and

use patented technology like the wall mount curtain track system. Each product is easy to use

https://www.hospitalcubiclecurtains.com


and can be changed without needing a ladder. Plus, it is easy to move around when the time

comes. That’s one of the reasons why so many facilities are interested in our cubicle and curtain

systems.”

About PRVC Systems™

PRVC Systems™ is an American brand best known for its All-new PRVC systems for cubicle and

shower curtains. The new systems by the company are designed for easier and faster change-

outs. The curtains are designed to not bind on the track, ensuring that they are quieter

compared to traditional grommet curtains on the market.
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There is no offer to sell, no solicitation of an offer to buy, and no recommendation of any

security or any other product or service in this article. Moreover, nothing contained in this PR

should be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any investment or security, or to
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any investment, investment strategy, security, or related transaction is appropriate for you based

on your investment objectives, financial circumstances, and risk tolerance. Consult your business
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